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What is the world on which you stand, the lands between the land of the living and the sea? In order
to find the answer, your long journey across the lands between will lead you to a huge world. You

can freely travel between the lands where the fantasy world meets the real world. In order to know
your destiny, the times of all the lands and races in the world will pass. The people, the monsters,

the lands, the weapons and technology, the magic and the religion, as well as the danger lurking in
the twilight between life and death, may all be yours... What lies ahead? What awaits you? Will you

find peace, or are you condemned to be destroyed?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ********** CONTENT ********** ★

【Gameplay】 It’s an action RPG where you can freely customize your character's appearance and
implement different techniques to become a powerful warrior. ★ 【Characters】 The main character
Kestal is a young woman who has been summoned to the depths of the Lands Between to discover

the answer to the destiny of the world. Kestal is a character with a childish personality who can
easily forgive others and care about their feelings. ~~★ 【Savage Warriors】 Reception, warrior,

fighting, and brash characters whose power is increased by the use of destructive magic. ★ 【Dragon
Knights】 Fantastic, ferocious, and powerful dragon knights known for their legends. ★ 【Ascended

Warriors】 Special and mysterious people who were of the future and had powerful magic. ★
【Knights】 Guarded by wisdom and possessing practical knowledge, knights defend the balance of

the world. ★ 【Ascended Lords】 High-class warriors, embodying both pride and discipline, who have
become leaders of noble societies. ★ 【Ascended Lords with special skills】 The three sides of the
world, the area, the realm, and the bloodline have their own lords. However, the lords with the

bloodline have stronger blood than others, and has different special skills. ~ 【Rank】 The
summoner's rank determines the level at which you can be summoned, the number of summons,

and the difficulty of the summoning. ~ 【Summoning】 Summoners receive three ranks and an item
upon completion of a certain task. ~

Elden Ring Features Key:
5th job with a magic system, Elden magic that opposes Elder Scrolls magic, and Level cap increase

up to 50.
Satisfying offensive combat system with 49 types of weapon and 21 types of armor.
Unique Traits including "Credit System", "Soul Pressure", and "Invincibility (Elden)".
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A wide variety of skills and pseudo skills that supplement its combat system.
Many maps and dungeons to explore.

Dynamic battle system that supports over 300 types of attacks and combinations.
Dozens of classes, including jobs with their own subclasses.

Upgrade recipes (aeonoleptic library).
The Asura Path (side quest added for those who have completed the game), a sub arc in a

multilayered story.

The best features of the Lands Between:

"Arad's Mission" is a story that offers various tasks following the plot of the main story. "Quests" are
quests that are given by NPCs to you as you progress in the story.
Unique battle system that emphasizes the flow of combat.
You can freely choose both your job and an equipment set at the beginning of the game. (There are
around 20 jobs and ~300 equipment pieces.)
There are over 300 classes, featuring diverse playable characters.

The 'Lands Between: Legend of The Elden Ring' official website is here.
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